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ABSTRACT
The improved understanding of gas_stream turbulent mixing is contingent
upon obtaining a more comprehensive description of the resultant flow
field and a more precise evaluation of the turbulent transport proper-
ties. The second phase of a continuing program to accomplish these
goals is described herein. The flow field being experimentall_
studied is the two-dimensional mixing of fuel-rich supersonic hydrogen-
oxygen combustion products and a subsonic heated airstream. The mixing
is accomplished in a chamber accessible to both optical- and probe-type
instrumentation systems. The second phase of the program included flow
facility check-out, instrumentation installation, probe instrumentation
survey, and preliminary testing.
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INTRODUCTION
Technological developments are required for advanced vehicle
propulsion systems. One of the required technology development
efforts, which is the subject of this study, is the improved under-
standing of high-speed gas mixing. BOth fundamental and applied
knowledge of turbulent mixing are required by engine designers to
optimize the design of composite propulsion systems such as ramjets,
scramjets, and air-augmented rockets. In addition, this information
is applicable to the study of rocket engine exhaust plume after.
burning. Here it can be utilized in such diverse fields as missile
base heating and radio-frequency communication interference.
An extensive body of phenomenological theory on turbulent mixing
exists. However, the proof of the validity of these theories, which
are usually formulated in terms of aneddy transport coefficient or
eddy viscosity, is greatly impeded by the limited knowledge of
turbulent transport properties. This is particularly true in the
case of mixing involving chemical reactions, as in flames. Therefore,
the goal of this investigation is to experimentally determine in
detail the developing free shear layer in a particular turbulent
mixing process with combustion. The data thus obtained will be used
to generate a comprehensive description of the flow field and to
determine the turbulent transport properties of the mixing process.
In the past, probe-type instrumentation systems have been the primary
source of data collection. These systems have the common disadvantage
of disrupting the flow field in the vicinity of the measurement
station which in turn introduces an inherent uncertainity into these
data. This fundamental problem is overcome through utilization of
optical instrumentation devices which can gather the same data, except
velocity, without disturbing the flow field. These devices have been
successfully used at Rocketdyne for a number of years.
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The three optical instruments (spectroradiometer, large aperture
spectrometer/spectrograph (LASS)_! and photographic pyrometer) utilized
on this program were designed and constructed by the Rocketdyne Physics
organization to conduct spectroscopic studies of rocket plume radiation.
Measurements are taken through appropriate internal optics from a line
of sight through the region of interest. If this region is confined,
care must be taken in the selection of the window materials to ensure
that they allow transmission of the particular specie radiation.
Quartz is usually selected because of its excellent mechanical and
optical properties. It is transparent to radiation from 2000 angstroms
to 3 microns. Other more costly materials are required for transmission
beyond this range.
The spectroradiometer is a versatile instrument, capable of both
spatial and spectral scanning for quantitative emission and absorption
measurements from the ultraviolet to the infrared spectral regions.
It consists of a grating monochromator, detectors, entrance optics,
radiation calibration sources, a tuning fork radiation chopper capable
of rapid startup or stop, and a zone ranging device, which enables the
instrument to spatially scan across the exhaust plume. It can be used
in a conventional manner to obtain spectral radiance and spectral
absorption coefficients of a body of gas as a function of wavelength.
Also, it can be used at a fixed wavelength 4o obtain spectral radiance,
absorption coefficients, temperatures, and partial pressures of species
as a function of spatial position.
The LASS consists of a McPherson Model 216 combination spectrometer
and spectrograph having a relative aperture of f/8.7 and a resolution
of 0.1A. It is trailer mounted with entrance optics, calibration
source, and fiducial camera integrated into the assembly. When utilized
as a spectrometer the LASS provides, by means of photoelectric detection,
an immediate record of spectral wavelength and intensity. If photographic
records are desired, it can be converted, within seconds, to a spectographo
The determination of temperatures _ and combustion specie concentration,
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e.g., OH, can be accomplished when the LASS is used in conjunction with
a water discharge absorption source° The resolution capabilities of the
LASS are two orders of magnitude superior to the telespectrograph,
originally planned for use on this program. The instrument was designed
for observations in the spectral region from 2500_to 8000 angstroms.
The ultraviolet photographic pyrometer produces a photographic record of
the spatial distribution of the apparent spectral radiance of the mixing
region, or its equivalent brightness temperature, at low spectral reso-
lution. Included in its field of view are both the hot gases to be
measured and a radiation standard° The radiation standard consists of
a calibrated tungsten filament lamp and a set of neutral density filters.
The optical components of the pyrometer all transmit or reflect ultra-
violet light.
The application of these Rocketdyne-developed optical instruments to the
study of mixing of the practical composite propulsion system propellant
combination of LOX/GH 2 and hot air* will provide, for the first time,
high precision measurements of the parameters that affect mixing. It
is anticipated that the approach taken will establish a concrete experi-
mental basis for the evaluation of the available theories in addition to
providing the designer with empirical information.
The 12-month Phase II portion of the program entitled, "Performance
Analysis of Composite Propulsion Systems," was initiated by the
Ro_ketdyne Research Division under Contract NAS7-521 on 25 March 1968.
The objective of the program is to perform an exploratory experimental
investigation of two-dimensional mixing of supersonic hydrogen-oxygen
combustion products and a subsonic heated air stream. Utilization of
the fl0w system fabricated during Phase I and the existing optical and
* This propellant combination is optically clean, i.e., it does not
contain solid particles. Although flows containing solid particles
can be handled by appropriate techniques developed by the optics
personnel, the complexities introduced do not warrant the study of
propellant systems containing solid particles at _his time.
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selected probe instrumentation systems for measurement of the spatial
distributions of the various parameters will allow delineation of the
developing free shear layer° The experimentally measured parameters
include_ concentration of both stable and transient species, tempera-
ture, pressure, and velocity.
The Phase II effort discussed in this final report was divided into Six
tasks consisting of:
1. Facility Checkout - Repair of the combustor components and
minor rework of the injector, preparation of the experiment
operating manual, and facility activation (cold flow and
full-scale hot flow checkout tests).
2. Instrumentation Installation - Installation of thespectro-
radiometer, LASS, photographic pyrometer, test-section
static pressure taps, and manometer bank.
3. Probe Instrumentation -- The evaluation and procurement of
special probe-type instrumentation devices for the determi-
nation of velocity and total pressure.
4. Testing - The experimental determination of the two-
dimensionali_y of the flow, determination of the effect of
test-section film coolant on the mixing process, characteri,
zation of a reference configuration, study of the effect of
air stream temperature on the mixing process, and evaluation
of the effect of relative turbulence level on the two-
dimensional developing free shear layer.
5. Analysis - Support for the previously mentioned tasks and
the data analysis required for adequate presentation of the
test results.
6. Reports - Writing and processing of all contractually
required reports.
A detailed description of the accomplishment of these tasks is presented
in subsecuent sections of this report.
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SU_ARY
This report discusses the Phase II program which is a logical extension
of the Phase I effort described in Ref. lo The tasks completed under
Phase I consisted of:
lo The design and procurement of an integral, combustor-exhaust
nozzle and test section.
2. The establishment of test stand subsystems requirements.
3. The installation of test stand propellant and coolant
subsystems.
Figure i shows the apparatus prior to final assembly and installation
of the optical instrumentation. A schematic of the mixing chamber
is given in Fig. 2o
Major accomplishments made in this second phase of the program consisted
of:
1. Optical instrumentation systems including the zone radiometer
and greybody source, the LASS, and the photographic pyrometer
were readied for data collection. These instruments are used
for a non-interference determination of partial pressure,
temperature, and specie concentration in the flow field.
2. Both cold flow and hot flow check-out tests of the individual
sub-system were successfully completed.
3. A probe instrumentation survey was accomplished. A commercial
probe fulfilling the program requirements was procured, and
the traversing mechanism designed.
4. A hot fire data reduction computer program was written and
checked out.
5. Full integrated hot-fire testing was initiated, however, as
a result of previous and subsequent problems, the planned
test matrix was not completed.
Although the quantity of data did not meet expectations, this phase
demonstrated that successful data collection is imminent°
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Figure 2. Co=bustor Exhaust Nozzle and Test Section Schematic
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This program was plagued with a wide variety of difficulties. The
most incessant problem was coolant water leakage. Its elimination
required four modifications to the assembled hardware. This precluded
the gathering of a wide range of experimental data.
8
DISCUSSION
A number of systems analyses have theoretically proven that airbreathlng
rocket vehicles can outperform any existing rocket engine in the arsenal
of weapons and space boosters of the United States. Although these
analyses are extremely optimistic about the improvements that can be
made within the constraints of existing propulsion systems, e.g., a
tripling of range or a doubling of payload, practical problems do exist.
These problems, both fundamental and developmental in nature, include:
(!) mixing between the combustor exhaust and the air stream
(2) ignition delay vis-a-vis mixing chamber residence time
(3) cooling of the vehicle and combustion chamber with fuels
rather than oxidizers which have higher specific heats
(4) a practical determination of the optimum method of air
ingestion.
Discussed below is the second phase of a program to provide precise
experimental data for the elucidation and delineation of the mixing
problem.
FACILITY CHECKOUT
The small amount of test-stand plumbing remaining from the Phase I effort
was completed. This included welding of the film coolant ducting, at-
tachment of the coolingwater drain lines to the test section, extension
of the L0X bleed line, insertion of an LN 2 line to simplify injector
chill-down, and installation of the engine afterburner and facility
torches. The apparatus was subsequently removed from the thrust mount
to facilitate combustor refurbishment. A handling fixture for ease of
removing and replacing the apparatus was fabricated.
Combustor refurbishment included enlargement of the GH 2 orifices in
the injector to a_oomodate the 1 lb/sec hydrogen flow required for
the mixing experiments. In addition, a numberof water coolant passage
leaks on the combustor body were repaired with silver braze and all
sealing surfaces between combustor body sections were cleaned. Proof
tests of the water coolant passages at full water coolant flow rates
were successful.
Prior to final assembly of the apparatus a water .coolant leak was
noted (Appendix 1). After repairs were completed, the apparatus was
mounted in the test stand and all utility, engine, and test section
instrumentation was attached° Following this, all sub-system checkouts
were successfully completed. These included flows of the water coolant,
film coolant, injector chilldown system, engine and pad Firex, hot air
system, liquid oxygen, hypergol, facility torches, and gaseoushydrogen.
The response and operating characteristics of these sub-systems were
deemedsatisfactory to proceed with fully integrated checkout firings.
Full-scale system checkout tests, utilizing cold air, were conducted.
Two ignition sequence tests and a 15C-millisecond mainstage test were
successful; however, significant errosion of the upper combustion
chamber was experienced during a 2-second mainstage test (Appendix l).
No damage to the 2-D contoured exhaust nozzle or injector occurred.
A new cembustor was assembled utilizing additional upper combustion
chambers from the storage yard,_and the propellant feed lines and coolant
water lines were attached. An available nozzle was utilized in place
of the 2-D contoured exhaust nozzle that is integrally attached to the
mixing chamber. Coolant water blow-downs were made, and the combustor
was successfully hot fired° Firing durations were l, 2, and 5 seconds,
respectively. Steady-state heat transfer rates to the coolant were
extablished in approximately one second. Therefore, the ability of the
combustcr to meet the planned 22-second test duration was proven.
This completed the Facility Checkout task.
lO
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INSTRUMENTATION INSTALLATION
A 50-tube manometer bank for mapping the test-section static pressure
was procured and installed adjacent to the test pit (Fig. 3). A
total of 30 static pressure taps were located on the four test-section
walls and were plumbed to the bank. The manometer bank is also used
to monitor the pressure in the air heater transfer ducting.
Buildup for the optical instrumentation was completed. The required
control wiring for the instruments was installed in instrumentatioD
boxes at two locations: in the pit adjacent to the location of the
spectroradiometer and on the exterior of the blockhouse wall near
the location of the LASS and photographic pyrometer.
A mounting fixture for the zone radiometer was fabricated and installed,
and an optical tunnel/mirror system that attaches to the spectroradiometer
and provides an optical access to the mixing region that is free of
atmospheric water vapor was fabricated.
Figure 4 shows schematically the arrangement of the major system
components. The folded optical path allows the spectroradiometer to
be protected by a blast wall and also provides the proper path length
for forming an image of the mixing region on the monochromator entrance
slit. Prevention of excessive vibrations in the tunnel was provided
by structural supports that mount to the blast plate and test stand
floor.
The zone radiometer was inactive for more than a year and required a
modest effort to return it to operational status. Several electronic
components were relocated to provide increased protection from the
elements. The instrument was then placed in the test pit, and wired
to its instrumentation box. Dust was observed in the zone radiometer
after some particularly windy weather and it was necessary to clean the
instrument prior to connection to the optical tunnel and attachment of
the GN 2 environmental purge.
ll
Figure 3. 50-Tube Manometer Bank
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Figure 4. Zone Radiometry Schematic
The extra dry GN2 purge prevents contamination of the instrument by dust
and water vapor. The purge exhausts at the junction of the optical tunnel
and the mixing chamberand serves the additional purpose of keeping the
optical line of sight free of atmospheric water vapor during a test firing.
The greybody source is mountedabove the mixing chamberon the opposite
side of the zone radiometer line-of-sight. The structural supports for
the source and its optical tunnel were located so that they would not
block the view into the mixing region for the LASS, photopyrometer, and
motion picture cameras.
The two-dimensional flow experiments require the zone radiometer to view
the mixing region in the vertical direction. Special mirror mounts _ith
their attendant optical tunnel were fabricated and modifications to the
existing tunnel were madeto accommodatethis fixture. A comprehensive
description of zone radiometry is given in Appendix 2.
The assembly of the LASSwas completed under a Rocketdyne capital job
order (Fig. 5). All subsystem componentswere mounted in the LASS
trailer and the instrument successfully passed checkout. Mounting the
instrument in a trailer makesit easily portable and enables installation
at any facility in a matter of a few hours. The LASSis used for the
spectroscopic determination of OHrotational temperature in the excited
and ground state, identification of reaction zones and distinguishment
of these zones from zones of thermal emission, and measurementof OH
concentration. A detailed description of the instrument, the measure-
ment technique, and the methods of data reduction are given in Appendix3_
The location and types of photographic coverage for the mixing experi-
ments was formulated and the requirements for the experiments were
delivered to photographic personnel. This information included the
film, filters, lenses, camera placement, and cameras to be utilized
for high-speed photography, photopyrometry, schlieren photography,
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and overall photography. Low framing rate cameras are utilized to
monitor the manometer bank, the back side of the injector, and the
entire facility. Various camera speed ranges are required for
coverage of the mixing region in the visible, ultraviolet, and infrared
spectral regions. All cameras have been located in the test pit.
For the initial runs, a full gamut of photographic coverage was
employed. After a critical evaluation of the initial photographic in-
formation, infrared photography was eliminated and only those camera
settings that yielded specifically useful information were used.
A more compremsive discussion of the photographic techniques employed
is given in Appendix 4.
PROBE INSTRUMENTATION
For the probe instrumentation survey, available literature was
gathered and reviewed. Emphasis was placed on methods that did not
interfere with optical data acquisition while allowing the determination
of velocity and total pressure; however, consideration was given for
future use of these systems for collection of data identical to that
gathered by the optical devices. Articles evaluated are included
in Ref. 2 through 21. This evaluation concluded that probes satisfying
the program requirements were commercially available.
Upon concurrence of the technical monitor, a Greyrad (Model G-13D-3)
3/8-inch, high sensitivity probe with static pressure taps was
purchased, Figure 6. The probe can withstand the extreme thermal
environment of a rocket exhaust while being capable of the determination
of velocity, static pressure, total pressure, static temperature,
stagnation temperature, enthalply, and specie concentration.
Design of the probe traversing mechanism was completed. Fabrication
of the mechanism will be accomplished during the anticipated follow-on
program.
16
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Figure 6 0 Greyrad Probe 
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TESTING
Following successful demonstration of the integrity of the new combustor,
it was mated with the two-dimensional nozzle which is integrally attached
to the mixing chamber. Leak tests of the assembled apparatus indicated
water leaks at some of the brazed joints on the 2-D contoured exhaust
nozzle. The appa2atus was disassembled and the faulty braze joints were
repaired, i._, TIG welded. The mixing chamber was then reassembled and
mounted in the test stand.
Preliminary to full-scale hot firing tests a determination of the two-
dimensional properties of the film coolant and air stream was made.
Measurements of the film coolant and air stream velocity profiles were
taken at the entrance to the mixing chamber with pitot probe rakes
(0.060 diameter). The total pressure was measured by a mercury-filled
manometer bank.
The velocity profile data for the air and film coolant streams are
presented in Fig. 7 and 8o It should be noted that the air stream
is reasonably two-dimensional except near the bottom wall where a
separate flow region exists° The separated flow region at the bottom
of the air stream is a consequence of the sharp turning angle of the
flow upstream of its entrance to the mixing chamber. Since this region
is relatively far from the theoretically calculated mixing region, it
should have a negligible influence on the mixing. Further, it should
be noted that the film coolants are reasonably two-dimensional at the
interfaces of the primary streams, i.e., air and combustor exhaust
products. Again, a separated flow region is evident near the side wall.
This, also, should have a minimal influence on the mixing region.
The tabs depicted on the figures are used to retain the quartz windows.
The present configuration of the mixing apparatus in total is approxi-
mately 3-inches shorter than theoriginal engine-mixing chamber
18
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configuration. This decrease in length occurs in the combustor length.
The new combustor was assembled entirely from existing additional upper
combustion chambers found in the storage yard. However, there were not
sufficient existing chambers to return the new combustor to its original
size. While this caused no problem with c* efficiency (tests revealed
it to be greater than 95 percent), it did require all film coolant and
certain water flow connections to be shortened three inches.
In addition, analysis of past data obtained during firings of the
original combustor and the 2-D nozzle revealed a potential thermal
distortion problem at the edge of the thin lip separating the com-
bustor gases from the air stream° This problem was alleviated by
changing the water distribution to allow more coolant flow from
the high pressure water tank to pass through the nozzle section and
by making additional allowances for thermal expansion at the inter-
section of the nozzle lip with the side wall.
The modifications to the water coolant system required that the water
distribution tests be rerun. These tests were conducted and no mal-
distribution of coolant water was noted. The changes in the plumbing
of the water supply permit operation at a safety factor of 3 which is
an increase of 0.8 over that obtainable with the previous setup. The
water coolant safety factor is defined as the actual water flowrate
divided by the theoretical water flowrate required for marginal cooling°
Because of the changes in the water coolant plumbing, long duration
firings (greater than 15 seconds) rsquired total coolant water in excess
of that available. Installation of a higher capacity water tank was
subsequently completed under a Rocketdyne capital job order° The new
tank increased the high pressure water supply from 150 to 600 gallons.
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Full scale testing commenced on 16 January after a delay of approximately
one week because of alignment problems with the zone radiometer and the
demonstration of a need for an effective system to eliminate frost on
the test section windows. Frost was eliminated by ducting the cold
GN2 exhaust well aft of the test section during the chilldown. The
duct was removed Just prior to an engine firing. Three successful
firings were conducted with durations of i, 2, and 5 seconds, respectively.
Close examination of the hardware revealed a slight amount (.020 x .050
x 3.0) of erosion of the nozzle tip during the 5-second firing. The
cause of the erosion was traced to a gross underestimate (by a factor
of four) of the heat flux at the tip which was originally calculated
based upon the Bartz equation. A revised calculation of the temperature
encountered at the tip, utilizing the actual test data, indicated that
the minimum distance from the tip to the first coolant passage must be
on the order of 0.85 inches. Therefore, the nozzle tip was cu_ back
O.150 inches° This increased the tip thickness by 0.006 inches.
Subsequent firings confirmed this analysis.
An additional difficulty was encountered during the aforementioned
tests. The gaseous nitrogen bottle _ank which feeds the laboratory
bottle bank was reduced in pressure while the laboratory was on the
red light. This resulted in a shift in the water tank and hydrogen
regulators during the run causing a slightly decreasing water flow
rate and a much reduced hydrogen flow rate, i.e., operation at mixture
ratio of 10 rather than 5. This condition contributed to the erosion
of the nozzle tip. Correctiveaction, consisting of closing the main
gaseous nitrogen bottle bank fill valve prior to testing, was taken
to eliminate the possibility of a similar occurrence in the future.
No zone radiometer data were obtained during these instrumentation
checkout firings because the mirrors shifted at the beginning of the
run. The apparent cause was transmission of engine vibrations through
the tunnel which is connected to the engine. Cerrective action consisted
of placing additional attachment screws on the mirror mounts, placing
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cushions under all mirrors, and attaching the tunnel to the engine via
a black cloth rather than a direct connection.
The photographic coverage revealed that the UV and IR emission was lower
than anticipated. Consequently, these films were all underexposed and
only yielded information during ignition. The operating speeds of the
cameras were reduced to increase the exposure for subsequent firings.
The color photography yielded a good representation of the visible
emission occurring in the mixing chamber. The growth of the mixing
region into the subsonic stream was clearly depicted, Fig. 9. The
specie causing the emission at present is unidentified. Observations
with the LASS will enable the determination of its identity°
No testing during the weeks of 1/24 and 1/31 was possible due to adverse
weather conditions° Following nine straight days of rain, the tempera-
ture dropped to below 32 F at the test site which caused the water supply
lines to ice up and also conditioned the various utilities to render a
number of control valves inoperable. During this period, a small com-
bustor body water leak was noted dribbling into the air stream. The
flowrate at operating conditions was determined to be 3 ml/sec which
was considered insignificant°
Full-scale testing resumed 4 February 1969. Again, off-design mixture
ratio operation occurred and it was analytically determined to be caused
by too large a GN 2 demand during testing. The only change in testing
procedure between this test and those where this problem did not occur
was a doubling of the H20 tank pressures. As previously prescribed for
other tests, decay in supply pressure was not the cause since normal
pressures of 2200 psi and 2800 psi were recorded for the laboratory
GN 2 bottle bank and the main supply bottle bank, respectively. In
addition, a more serious problem was evident after post-test inspection
of the hardware. The 2-D nozzle side wall was warped. This problem
is discussed in Appendix 1.
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Figure 9. Mixing Region with Cold Air 
A summaryof hot fire tests and a summaryof principal test parameters
are given in Tables i and 2_ respectively_ _ guide to inst_u_mentation
local;ion is shownin Figs i0.
ANALYSIS
This task was primarily a supporting item for the analytical effort
required under Facility Checkout9 Instrumentation Instailation, Probe
Instrumentation, and Testing° Wheneverthe analytical effort was
inextricably linked to the previous items discussed, the results were
presented at that time; however, only those items unique to the
analysis task will be presented in the following paragraphs.
A hot fire data reduction computer program was written to minimize
the time required to reduce the 36 test parameters. Calculations
required to reduce the raw data into a workable form were assembled
and a computational sequence was formulated° The program performs
all the necessary calculations to establish the operating conditions
of the various utilities and the initial conditions of the combustion
gas, air stream, and film coolant as they enter the mixing chamber.
It was utilized in supplying the data for Table 2. A detailed
description of the program is given in Appendix 5.
A cursory review of the photographic data from Run 0101 revealed the follow-
ing information. The UV photograph indicated two distinct boundaries
of ultraviolet emission. It was then postulated that these boundaries
were an indication of a diffuse reaction region with the outer boundary
corresponding to the momentum boundary layer and the inner boundary
representing the termination of the diffusion layer and the start of
a region of intense chemical reaction. (Normally, a photographic
record would be inserted here to illustrate the observation_ however,
due to the grainy nature of photographs and the low level of contrast_
adequate reproduction of these photographs is virtually impossible.)
Verification of the preceding interpretation hinges on the correlation
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TABLE1
TESTINGSUMMARY
TestNo
OO10
OO20
OO3O
OO4O
OO5O
OO6O
OO7O
008O
Type
Integrated
Check-Out
Integrated
Check-Out
Integrated
Check_out
Integrated
Check-Out
Combustor
Check-out
Combustor
Check-Out
Combustor
Check-Out
Instrumentation
Check-Out
_Test Duration
((Seconds)
0.230
0.4O0
2.400
1.290
2.355
4.970
1.295
Instrumentation & Location
Overall, Injector, and
Manometer Bank Cameras
Overall, Injector, and
ManometerBank Cameras
Overall, Injector, and
Manometer Bank Cameras
Overall, Injector, and
Manometer Bank Cameras
Overall & Injector Cameras
Overall & Injector Cameras
Overall & Injector Cameras
Overall, Injector, and
Manometer Bank Cameras.
Color, False Color,IR & UV
Close Up All Three Windows°
Zone Radiometer-Window #3
Position 8.
Remarks
Hypergol Function
Check
Ignition Sequence
Check
Normal Operation
Upper Combustion
Chamber Erosion
Normal Operation
No Film Coolants
or Air
Normal Operation
No Film Coolants
or Air
Normal Operation
No Film Coolants
or Air
Off Design Mixture
Ratio
k_
(CONT)
TESTING SUMMARY
Test No.
O09O
0100
0101
Type
Instrumentation
Test Duration
_econds) Instrumentation & Location
Check-Out
Instrumentation
Check-0ut
2.095
5.265
Instrumentation
Check-0ut 4o_a45
Overall, Injector, and
Manometer Bank Cameras.
Color, False Color, IR _& UV
Close Up All Three Windows.
Zone Radi0meter-Window #3
Position 8.
Overall, Injector, and
Manometer Bank Cameras.
Color, False Color, IR & UV
Close Up All Three Windows.
Zone Radiometer-Window #3
Position 8.
Overall, Injector, and
Manometer Bank Cameras.
Color, False Color, IR & UV
Close Up All Three Windows.
Zone Radiometer-Window #3
Position 8. Schlieren _
Window #i.
Remarks
Off Design Mixture
Ratio
Off Design Mixture
Ratio - Nozzle Tip
Erosion
Off Design Mixture
Ratio--Repeat of
Test 01OO
TABLE2
TESTPARAMETERS*
Test
No.
0010
0020
OO3O
OO4O
OO5O
0060
0070
008O
OO9O
0100
OlO1
Date
7-18-68
7-18-68
7-18-68
7-18-68
8-28-68
8-28-68
8-28-68
1-16-69
1-16-69
1-16-69
2-4-69
Patm<
psia
13.8
13.8
13.8
13.8
13.75
13.75
13.75
13.9
13.9
13.9
13.82
Tatm
F
88
88
88
88
94
94
94
70
72
72
74
Relative
Humidity
%
25
• 25
25
25
18
18
18
88
88
88
38
Flowrate
lb/sec
2.86
3.15
3.30
4.33
3.45
3.44
3.50
3.42
\
Tmo
F
82
81
81
77
64
66
65
68
Air,System
Pmo _mo
psig lb/ft 3
0.28 0,0703
0.31 0.0707
0.34 0.0709
0.63 0.0728
0.50 0.0739
0.45 0.0726
0.25 0.0737
0.36 0.0729
\'
mc
ft/sec
284.2
311.7
324.7
415.7
326.6
327.7
331.9
327.7
Mach
No.
0°249
0.273
0.285
0.366
0.291
0.291
0.296
0.291
*All parameters evaluated at mid duration.
_A_ 2 (CO_T)
%o
O_
Test
No.
OOlO
0020
0030
OO4O
OO5O
0060
0070
OO80
O090
OlO0
OlO1
Flowrate
ib/sec
0.86
0.79
0.73
o.83
1.17
1.17
1.22
1.25
Low
T
me
F
41
46
54
52
-8
-9
-3
-2
Pressure
P
mo
psig
-0.26
-0.25
-0.25
-0.26
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-O.31
Film Coolant
f mo,
lb/ft
0.0718
0.0712
0.7010
O.O7O4
0.O802
0.0804
0.0794
0.0780
V
mo
ft/sec
411.1
379.8
359.2
404.8
501.8
501o2
528.5
551.0
Mach NO o
0.368
0.338
0.318
0.359
0.473
0.473
0.496
0.513
_L0X
ib/sec
3.63
3.28
5.79
5.88
5.11
5.24
5.51
6.54
6.63
6.58
6.63
WGH2
ft/sec
1.07
1.06
1.06
1.10
1.12
1.O9
0.65
0.62
0.62
0.66
P
C
psig
353.8
394.O
456.0
372°0
i 372.0369.0
I
316.O
1 324.0
i
! 321.0
i
1 334.21
iTest •
No.
OOlO
0O2O
oo3o i
OO4O
0050
il
OO6O
OO7O
OO8O
OO9O
O100
OlO1
TABLE_2 (CONT)
Flowrate Tmc
Ib/sec. F
4.21 -52
4.18 _50
4.O8 -43
4.O4 -42
4°26 -80
4.31 -81
4.21 "74
4.33 -69
Low Pressure
Pmo
O.80
o.7o
0.49
0.38
! Pmc
lb/ft 3
O.0882
0.0879
0.0864
O.O861
O,O955
0°0957
0.0940
0°0923
0.40
0.50
0.20
0.85
_J3 ......
Film Coolant
vmo
f t/sec
1008.5
1010.4
1018.6
1020.6
972.7
1971.6
980.1
986.5
Mach No.
1.O
1,0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.O
i_o
1.O
Mixture
Ratio
w
3.06
5.48
5.55
4.64
4.70
5.06
3.63
4.35
6.84
6.94
6.21
6.36
6.60
* D_r_tion too _hor_ for acurateflo_te measurement
.....Inclu_s effects'_6f Copper and water vaporization
10.12 7.19
10.71 7.25
10.56 7.21
10.O6 7.29
_c_
i3i.P
99.7
113.3'
1OO.9
98.8
95.6
89.5
93.O
91.9
94.2
Engine
Exit
1 Combustion._
Products f
I
6.00
II Window #Ii
l
Air ._
--_
Stream
9 •265
5
I
6 ? 8 9
I -I t t
v
2.752
Window #2
0.2&8
Window #3
i00
2.00--_
8.00
9.00
v
Mixing
Chamber
Exit
l0
I
0.701
Position Distance from Start of Mixiug Re_ion
i 0.265
2 1.265
3 2.265
A 3.265
5 2+.265
6 5.265
7 6.265
8 7.265
9 8.265
i0 I0.265 All dimensions in inches
Figure i0. Instrumentation Location Positions
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of the observations with the color photographs of the mixing region_
Fig. 9, and the schlieren data for window No. i, Fig. Iio
The edge of the mixing region indicated on the schlieren is at an
angle of 12.5 degrees which roughly corresponds with the 14 degree
angle of the outer boundary on the UV photograph. Howeverj of more
significance is the correspondence in both space and angle of the
inner boundary and the radiation displayed on the color photograph_
The location was identical and the angles were 5.5 and 6.0 degrees,
respectively. The above clearly indicates that an appreciable air-
exhaust products reaction layer exists even when cold air is utilize_.
Final proof of these observations must await more accurate spectro_
scopic data° Figure 12 is a schematic depicting the location of the
boundaries, the edge of the mixing region, and the visible emission
with respect to a computer prediction (furnished by the contract
monitor) of the temperature profiles for mixing between ambient air
and a GH2-LOX combustor exhaust.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
A carefully designed flow facility, appropriate test hardware, and
optical instrumentation systems have been assembled for the study of
two-dimensional mixing of supersonic hydrogen-oxygen combustion products
with a subsonic heated air stream.
It is recommended that the apparatus be utilized in a comprehensive
experimental program. This program would provide well controlled
precise experimental data for the determination of the effects of
temperature ratio, turbulence leve_ velocity ratio, and changes in
ambient conditions upon the mixing. The characterization of the
mixing region should include a mapping of temperature, velocity,
pressure, concentration, and enthalpy. Recommended experiments that
will help to gather the required data are as follows:
1. Diagnostic experiments to determine the two dimensionali_y
of the flow field and the effect of film cooling on the
mixing region.
2. A mixing study that includes a precise mapping of the
mixing region for the basic case, then a determination
of the effects upon the mixing layer produced by changes
in the air turbulence level, air temperature, inlet
geometry, and velocity ratio.
3. Tests with a CO 2 seeded air stream. The use of this
tracer enables further elucidation of the penetration
of the air stream into the combustion products stream.
4. Testing, whichwculd require additional hardware, over a
more complete range of experimental variables. These
would include different mixture ratios, a wide range of
combustion product-air stream velocity ratios, and
elevated test section pressures.
5. Mixing studies utilizing different propellant combinations
at similar conditions tested with the LOX-GH 2 combustor.
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APPENDIX i
MAJOR PROGRAM DIFFICULTIES
A wide variety of difficulties were encountered on this program. Presented
below is a detailed discussion, in cronological order, of major problems
and their solutions.
The initial proof test of the water coolant feed lines for the combustor
exhaust nozzle/test section assembly indicated seepage past one of the
O-ring seals between the nozzle and the test section side wall. After
repeated attempts to _ffect a positive seal, the problem was traced to
a mismatch between one of the O-ring/water manifolds and warpage of the
test section side wall.
The mismatch was repaired by placing a spacer in the water manifold to
assure a positive 0-ring seal, planing the side wall in the area of the
water manifolds to reduce thewarpage, and custom fitting the hardware
during assembly. The side wall warpage occurred when the film coolant
ducting was welded in place. After completion of the repairs and assembly
of the apparatus,a successful proof test was accomplished at twice the
operating pressure of the coolant water. The apparatus was then re-
installed on the stand; however, due to the leakage problems a three-
week-time delay was incurred.
Prior to the first full-scale integrated checkout of the entire system,
anomalous behavior (bedtemperature greater than the preset value) of
the air heater was noted. The countdown was stopped prior to final
propellant loading operations and heater electrical power was turned
off. An attempt was made to reduce the bed temperature before continuing
with the test preparations by actuating the system and blowing air through
the bed. After approximately 5 seconds,sparks were observed in the hot
air stream and the blower was immediately shut off° At this time the
heater burst into flame and before the firA was brought under control
49
the heater was destroyed (Fig. Al-1). The cause of the incident was
traced to the inadvertent use of zirconium tubing rather than what was
believed to be stainless steel tubing in the heater bed° Zirconium is
highly reactive with air at approximately lO00F, the operating tempera-
ture of the air heater. Replacementof the air heater under a Rocketdyne
capital jcb was completed toward the end of this program.
During full scale system check-cuts significant erosion cf the upper
combustion chamberwas experienced (Fig. A1-2 and A1-3) during a 2-second
mainstage test. The cause of the erosion was attributed to the formation
of ice in the coolant passagesduring the injector chilldown. Post-test
inspection indicated an appreciable quantity of water vapor (from aspira-
tion of the trapped coolant water downstreamof the main valves) in the
gaseousnitrogen water coolant purge.
Modifications to the coolant water sub-system to prevent freezing in
the coolant water passages during injector chill-down were made. An
80 psi water flush was plumbed downstreamof the water mains to establish
water flow through the coolant passages during the chill_down operation.
The signal that opens the water mains also closes the water flush mains,
providing a rapid flow transition without permitting stagnation.
The most serious problem wasnoted after post-test inspection of the
hardware for the 4 February test° The 2-D nozzle sidewall was
warped. This relieved the compression on the O-rings causing an excessive
water leak during post-test checkouts. It did not appear that any water
leakage occurred during the test. The test apparatus was disassembled
tc facilitate hardware modifications pending a determination of the cause
cf the warpageo The thermal and stress analysis indicated that the
warpage was caused bypressure loading in the divergent section and
thermal stress in the convergent section of the two-dimensional nozzle°
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Redesign of the hardware has been completed; however, fabrication
has been deferred to the anticipated follow-on contract. The
modifications consist of reducing the water manifold pressure and
welding the water inlet and outlet directly to the nozzle. This
eliminates the water leak problem and allows testing to continue even
if additional warpage occurs. The present condition of the internal
contour of the nozzles is such that it could be fired without
significantly altering the 2-D flow field if the water leak did not
exist.
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APPENDIX
ZONE RADIOMETRY
INTRODUCTION
The primary aim of the spectroscopic instrumentation is to experimentally
measure temperature and concentration distributions across the mixing
region. In particular, the zone radiometer system, developed to study
rocket exhaust radiative processes under Contract NASS-11261 (Ref. A2-1),
will be used to determine the temperature and partial pressure profiles
for the H20 molecule from measurements of the spectral emissivity and
spectral radiance for various lines of sight. In this Appendix a
description is given of the experimental arrangement for zone radiometry
measurements, the type of measurements to be carried out, and the data
reduction procedures.
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The zone radiometer spectroscopy system is shown schematically in Fig. 4
of the main text. The greybody source and spectroradiometer were
described in complete detail in Ref. A2-1, and will therefore be dis-
cussed only briefly here°
The greybody source consists of a 6-inch long, 3/8-inch diamter,
electrically heated graphite rod thatls mounted in a water-cooled,
argon-purged housing. Greybody radiation is optically chopped with
a cylindrical "squirrel-cage" chopper to produce an AC signal for
absorption measurements. The housing is equipped with a shutter.
Flat mirror M I and an 8-inch diameter spherical mirror M2 form a i:I
image of the greybody source across a vertical plane perpendicular to
the flow axis in the mixing region. The greybody housing is actually
mounted above the horizontal optical plane of the system so that it
does not obscure a view of the mixing regien from other instrumentation.
The greybody source optics and flat mirror _ may be moved parallel to
the flow axis to change the horizontal field of view of the system.
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Flat mirrors M4 and M 5 relay radiation from that part of the mixing
region under study to the spectroradiometero
An optical diagram of the spectroradiometer is shown in Fig. A2-1.
Figure A2-2 is a photo of the instrument. The optical path, which is
enclosed and purged with dry nitrogen, is of such a length that a 10:l
reduced image of a portion of the mixing region is formed at the mono-
chromator entrance slit by the telescope objective mirror. The field
of view of the spectroradiometer at the mixing region is rectangular
in cross section (on the order of 3 x 3 millimeters) and perpendicular
to the flow axis. The width of this field of view is lO times the width
of the entrance slit. The height of the field of view is determined by
an_adjustable aperture at the entrance slit. During & _est this cam
driven aperture will scan different zones (zone radiometry) of the mix-
ing region in the vertical direction. The cross sectional size of the
field of view is determined from a trade-off between desired spectral
and spatial resolution and available energy.
For emission measurements, the greybody shutter is closed and radiation
from the mixing region is optically chopped at the monochromator exit
slit. (This chopper is not used during absorption measurements)°
The Perkin-Elmer Model 98-G monochromator is equipped with a 240-groves-
per-millimeter grating blazed at 3.75 microns and used in first order.
Overlapping orders are eliminated by a germanium filter. For the subject
program, an uncooled PbS detector is used. The AC output from the
detector is amplified, synchronously rectified, anddisplayed on a strip
chart recorder.
An additional flat mirror relay system has been assembled so that the
spectroradiometer can view the mixing region outside the combustor from
above, rather than horizont_ly. This system will be used to assist in
checking the two-dimensionality of the flow field.
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Two-Dimensionality Check
The mixing chamber has been designedto produce a two-dimensional
flow field, i.e., no gradients in temperature or concentration along
horizontal lines-of-sight perpendicular to the flow direction. One
method of verifying the two-dlmensionaiity is to view the mixing region
along various vertical lines-of-sight lying in a plane perpendicular
to the flow direction; there should be no variation in spectral
radiance observed from one such line of sight to another. This type
of measurement will be carried out early in the test program. These
measurements will also indicate the effect of the nitrogen film
cooling on the mixing characteristics.
Calibration
Wavelength calibration of the spectroradiometer is carried out by
recording atmospheric absorption spectra. Intensity calibration for
emission data is made with a blackbody radiation source including the
effect of the various mirrors and windows in the optical path. The
background spectra for absorption measurements is obtained by scanning
the greybody prior to a test. Spatial calibration of the spectrometer
field of view is obtained by using the travelling aperature to scan
the images of small light sources placed at known positions with
respect to the mixing region.
Spectral Scans
The spectroradiometer can be used in a conventional spectral scan
mode for either emission or absorption measurements with a fixed line-
of-sight through the mixing region. The primary purpose of the spectral
scans is to furnish data to allow selection of the optimum wavelength,
slit width, and electronic amplification values for the zone radiometry
measurements.
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Zone Radiometry
On each individual test firing zone radiometry is carried out for
emission and absorption measurements at a selected wavelength across
a single plane (perpendicular to the flow axis) of the mixing region.
Different planes are covered on different tests. On the first half of
a test the traveling aperture scans the mixing region image for emissiom
measurements and radiation intensity is recorded as a function of spatial
position. For the second half of the test the internal chopper is turned
off, and the greybody shutter is opened. Chopped greybody radiation
attenuated by combustion products is then recorded as a function of
spatial position° Before, or after, a test the blackbody and the
greybody are similarly scanned for calibration purposes.
DATA REDUCTION
Because of the two-dimensionallty of the flow field, the data reduction
procedure is much simpler than described in Ref. A2-1. The data re-
duction procedure for each line of sight is simply that used for a
uniform gas.
Point by point comparison of spatial scans of greybody radiation before
a test and greybody radiation attenuated by the flow field during a test
allows preparation of graphs of fractional transmission ('_LOS) or
emissivity (E LOS = 1 -TLO S) as a function of line of sight. In
addition, comparison of spatial scans of flow field emission and
blackbody emission allows preparation of graphs of spectral radianee_
(NLo S) as a function of line of sight°
The line of sight temperature is defined by the relation
HLOS
= NBB (TLOS)
LOS
where NBB (TLos_ is the spectral radiance of a blackbody at temperature
TLO S and at the wavelength at which the measurement was carried out.
6O
The H20 line of sight partial pressure
expression
-EL
PLOS
_LOS = e
PLOS
is determined from the
where L is the path length of the flow field along the line of sight
and K is the value of the spectral absorption coefficient of H20
at TL0 S and the wavelength of measurement.
REFERENCES
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APPENDIX 3
LA S
SPECTROSCOPY WITH THE LASS ......
A spectroscopic study of the ultraviolet radiation emitted and
absorbed by the OH radical in the _+--2"[[_ electronic transition can
yield significant information on the kinetic processes causing the
radiation, Ref. A3-1 to A3,4 •
The measurements to be taken include:
1. partial pressure of the OH radical
2. effective rotational temperatures of OH in its ground
electronic state
3. effective rotational temperatures of OH in its electronically
excited state
4. effective electronic excitation temperature of OH.
Measurement 2 is expected to provide the true gas temperature,
while the temperatures measured in 3 and 4 may or may not agree with
the gas temperature. The agreement is dependent upon whether the
region is reacting or in thermal equilibrium. When the temperature
measurements disagree, the magnitude of disagreement yields information
about the chemical kinetics and is indicative of chemiluminencence,
Chemiluminencence is radiation emitted by species formed in an exci
state, i.e., radiation originating from a combustion zone. When all
temperatures agree, it is normally concluded that the radiation arises
from thermal rather than chemical processes. It should be noted that
the measured temperatures will also be compare_ with those determined
by measurements in the infrared. A complete delination of the meaning
of the various temperatures is beyond the scope of this report and will
be included when the experimental data are presented.
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Measurements 1 and 2 are obtained from the absorption of a suitable
discrete OH spectral line source placed behind the engine, Measurement
3 is determined from relative emission line intensities, and Measure-
ment 4 results from comparison of emission and absorption of a given
spectral line. The emission and absorption for these measurements is
recorded simultaneously by the technique of electronically separating
the chopped absorption signals from the emission signal and recording
each one individually. Since the spectral region of interest covers a
narrow range, all measurements for a particular axial location can be
recorded during a single engine firing of 15 seconds duration.
In addition, the spectroscopy study provides a survey spectra of the
ultraviolet and visible radiation from the combustion gases° This will
assist in the motion picture photography studies to be described in a
later section of this report. These data also allow identification of
species, such as the unidentified emitter recorded in the color motion
picture.
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
A brief description of the measurements and the relevant data reduction
equations are presented below° A more detailed description is available
in the references.
e_ncentration of OH
The concentration of the OH radical is determined from a measurement
of absorption of discrete spectral lines. In this technique, the light
source, a radio frequency discharge in a tube containing low pressure
water vapor, produces an OH emission spectrum of narrow spectral lines°
The emission line from this source is absorbed by the broader line in
the combustion chamber so that only absorption at the line center is
measured.
The concentration of OH is given by the expression (Ref. A3-5)
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QV bdP'
N0H = F_ Tj,j,,
exp x 2.40 x
(1)
where _ is the rotational energy level, k is Boltzmann's constant,
and _ are the rotation and vibration partition functions, and
,f
bd is the doppler line half-width. Also, F_ = 2J" , 1 ' where f
is the oscillator strength, J" is the ground state quantum number,
Tj,j,, is a correction factor for _ibration-rotation interaction, and
T is the rotational temperature.
1In addition, P' = P{ o exp (a2)] [erfc (a)
where P_ o
and
where b and b
n c
is the absorption coefficient measured at the line center,
b . b 1/2
n c (in2) ,
a = bd
are the natural and collisional half-widths.
In Eq. (1), the values of k, QR' QV' Tj,j., FA k, bd, Ek, and a are
available in appropriate references. Thus, N0H is determined from
a measurement of P_ o and T.
P_ o is given by
P_ o = Io
I
where I and I are the transmitted intensities of a line from the
O
discharge lamp through the engine, with and without combustion,
respectively. The rotational temperature, T, is measured from P_o
by the line slope technique.
Measurement of Rotational Temperature of OH Ground State
A. Line Slope Technique
The rotational temperature is determined from the following
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equation relating the measuredabsorption at a line center to
the temperature (Ref. A3-2):
Ek
o --c loge
log Ak Tj,j,,
(2)
where C is a constant.
B.
When P_ o is measured, the temperature is determined from the
reciprocal of the slope of a graph of
P_o
log Ak Tj,j,, versus _.
Iso-Intensity Technique
Another approach for determination of the rotational temperature
is given in Ref. A3-1
TR__Ex - Eb_ log e (3)
k (log FA x Tj,j, - log FA b Tj,j,_.
This technique depends upon the absorption of two lines being equal.
The subscripts b and x refer to two lines of equal absorption.
Measurem_t of Rotatiar_l Temperature of OH Excited State
The excited state rotational temperature is measured using equations
identical to Eq. (2) and (3), except that the intensity I' of a spectral
line emitted by the combustion gas is used in place of P_o and E,
respectively.
Measurement of Electronic Temperature of OH
The electronic temperature, Te, is determined from the equation
where N
g
INBB e)
Ng _ io
is the measured radianceof the gas and NBB is the radiance
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of a blackbody at the sametemperature as the OHelectronic temperature,
T • T is determined from tables of the blackbody function.
e @
INSTRUMENT SUB-SYSTEMS
The construction of the spectrum resolving and recording instrument has
been completed by the Rocketdyne Research Division. It is a versatile
instrument for applications involving the examination and analysis of
the ultraviolet and visible radiation emitted by rocket engines and
similar sources.
Figure _-i is an optical schematic of the I_S. Its principal parts
are: (1) a combination spectrograph/spectrometer, (2) the entrance
optics, (3) a system for wavelength and intensity calibration, and
(4) the electronics (not shown in the figure) for photodetection, data
recording, and calibration.
Spectrometer-Spectrograph
A schematic of the combination spectrometer/spectrograph is shown in
Figure A3-2. Made by the McPherson Instrument Company, the Model 216
is a 1-meter focal length, stigmatic, Czerny-Turner optical system
having an f/no. of 8°7. By using different gratings, the instrument
covers a wavelength range from 2000 A to 8 microns. The focusing
mirror is twice as large as the collimating mirror and thus intercepts
a greater portion of the diffracted light rendering eight inches of the
focal plane usable. Utilization of a film cassette in the focal plane
permits spectrographic operation. In this mode, the instrument is
capable of photographing 1700 A of spectra per exposure with a
1200-1ine-per-millimeter grating. Since the grating may be rotated
between exposures, a series of exposures can cover any desired spectral
range. Multiple exposures on eachfilm are made by translating the
cassette.
Tracking
Mirror
1.0 Meter
Spectrometer/Spectrogral
galibration Mirror
removedduring run)
Pre-Slit Mirror
Image of
Pre-Slit
I Rocket Engine
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
Camera
Calibration
Source
Fudicial Photograph: 40" Off-Axis Parabola
Figure A3-1. Optical Diagram of LargeAperture Spectrometer/Spectrograph
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Figure A3-2. Optical Arrangement of the McPherson Model 216 Spectrometer/Spectrograph
For use as a spectrometer, a single adjustable exit slit is mounted at
the center of the fbcal plane. All of the diffracted light corresponding
to the wavelength at the observation location passes through the exit
slit. The light is detected by a photomultiplier tube mounted on a
rack in a light-tight enclosure behind the focal plane. Wavelength
scanning is accomplished automatically at a range of speeds from 1A
per minute to 4000 A per minute with a 1200 line per millimeter
grating. Utilization of a 600-line-per-millimeter grating doubles
the scan rate.
Entrance Optics
The entrance optics consist of two optical subsystems, the collecting
optics and the fiducial optics. The collecting optics focus the source
radiation onto the entrance slit of the spectromete_spectrograph, while
the fiducial optics show the location of the source on the entrance
slit. Since the McPherson Model 216 instrument is stigmatic,
the image of the source on the entrance slit has a point-to-point
correspondence with the image of the slit on the focal plame of the
instrument. In addition, it should be noted that the optical system
was designed for minimum optical aberrations.
As shown in Fig.A3-1, the collecting optics gather radiation from the
source with a tracking flat mirror and a 6-inch diameter 40-inch
focal length off-axis parabolic mirror. These mirrors focus the light
on aplane which intersects the plane of the preslit mirror (a mirror
with a narrow slice cut through it). Light passing through the pre-
slit mirror is reflected off a small plane mirror just behind the
pre-slit mirror to a second flat mirror. The light is then reflected
by a spherical mirror which focuses the pre-slit onto the entrance slit
of the McPherson instrument.
In the fiducial sub-system, the portion of the light striking the
pre-slit mirror is reflected onto a flat diagonal mirror and _s
imaged on the film or view finder in the camera. The image in the
7O
view finder is used to boresight the instrument while the image on the
film produces a fiducial photograph ae shownschematically in the inset
on Fig. A3-1. The shadowof the pre-slit in the fiducial photograph
locates the region of the source under investigation.
Calibration System
The calibration system utilizes a calibrated tungsten ribbon filament
lamp for intensity calibration and a hollow cathode iron discharge lamp
for calibrating wavelength and spectral line intensity. The calibration
mirror directs the lamp radiation through the same number of reflections
as traversed by the source radiation. Each lamp is operated from
separately regulated DC power supplies and the calibration source is
selected by _ small angular rotation of the calibration spherical
mirror. When not in use, this mirror is removed.
Electronics
A highly regulated DC high voltage supply is used for the photomulti-
plier tubes which can supply power up to the maximum spectrometer
capacity of eighteen tubes. The photomultiplier output is normally
recorded by an 0ffner 7-charmel strip chart pen recorder system. When
the LASS is operated at high scanning speeds, a higher response recording
system is required; then the photomultiplier outputs are recorded on
magnetic tape.
The absorption source is a water vapor discharge lamp which is excited
by a lO0 watt, 2450 megahertz RF power generator. The light from this
source is mechanically chopped at 400 hertz in order that it can be
electronically separated from the combustion radiation.
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APPENDIX 4
PHOTOGRAPHICMEASUREMENTS
A number of photographic measurements are utilized to provide supple-
mental information for comparison with the previously discussed optical
methods of data collection. These measurements include schlieren, ultra-
violet, infrared, color, false color, and photopyrometry photography. A
brief discussion of these techniques follows ........
SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
Schlieren photography is one approach for the determination of the
boundaries of the mixing region in both the horizental and vertical
directions for the check on two-dimensionality of the flow and film
coolant effects experiments. This technique provides a cross reference
with the data gathered with the zone radiometer and furnishes a visual
picture of the phenomena of interest. Utilization was made of Rocketdyne's
test site schlieren apparatus. Simple efficient operation is achieved
through the use of a specially-designed schlieren lens attachment for
a 16-millimeter Fastax camera and a portable parabolic mirror with a
rigid mounting base. A high intensity pulsed light source is provided
by an EG&G, Inc., Model 501 high-speed stroboscope. The test set-up is
shown schematically in Fig. A4-1. For these experiments the knife edge
was oriented vertically to accentuate horizontal density gradients. A
discussion of the theory of operation of a schlieren system will not be
presented here since it is adequately covered in the open literature,
e.g., Ref. A4-1 and A4"2.
MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
The initial photographic studies incorporated an arrayof five cameras
to record radiation from the following spectral regions:
1. 31OO A - corresponds to the (O,O) OH band, the region where
OH radiates most intensely
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Figure A4-1. Schematic of Schlieren Apparatus
2o 3500-4500 A - the "blue continuum" which maybe caused
by the recombination reaction
H + 0H_H20 ÷ h_
3o infrared from 7000-85OOA- corresponds to weak water
emission bands which have been recorded in previous
work at Rocketdyne
4. visible from 4000-6300A - includes someof the blue
continuum and impurities which maybe present
Table A4-1 presents the spectral regions recorded, the possible emitter
species, and types of lens, filters, and films utilized. The film
records of the initial test runs were evaluated for their information
content and only those spectral regions that yield specifically useful
information were used for monitoring subsequent tests.
The cameras were located in a cluster approximately 10 feet from the
engine with a direct line of sight perpendicular to the windows. Full
photographic coverage was employed on tests 0080 through O101. Initially,
Fastax cameras capable of framing rates up to 8000 frames per second
were utilized, however, optical emission was too weak to be recorded
at high framing rates. Therefore, on subsequent tests lower framing
rate Bell and Howell and Millikan cameras were employed.
The objectives of the motion picture coverageare to l) determine the
spatial distribution of emission from each emitting species, 2) assist
in identification of species by intercomparison of the spatial distri-
bution of emission from the different film records, 3) determine the
stability of the flow field with respect to time, and 4) provide a
visualanalog to the spectroscopic data.
For the initial engine tests, photographic coverage was intended to
determine the proper film exposures, film and filter combinations,
and the spectral region most favorable for flew diagnostics. The
partially completed accomplishments to date include:
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Spectral
Region
(A)
285Or3150
3500-4500
4000-6300
7000-8500
3500-6300
TABLE A4-1
FASTAX EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
FOR COMPOSITE PROPULSION SYSTEM
Chief
Emitter
OH
O + OH
Recombination
H20, O + OH
Recombination,
Impurities
H20
H20, O + OH
Recombination,
Impurities
Lens Type
Quartz, Ultra-
viBlet
transmitting
Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass
Filter
OCLI
Coming 0-52
plus Wratten 39
Wratten 2B
Wratten 89B
None
Film
2498 RAR
2498 RAR
Ektachrome
EF Daylight
False color
IR
Ektachrome
EF Daylight
(i) Emission in the visahie spectral region was successfully
recorded. Proper exposure is f/2.5 at 64 frames per second.
(2) An unidentified species was recorded in the 7000-8500 A
spectral region. Spectroscopic measurements are required
for its identification.
(3) Ultraviolet radiation was recorded in the 3100 A spectral
region. Proper exposure is f/3.5 at 8 frames per second.
(4) No IR emission was detected, even at the maximum exposure
setting of the Bell & Howell camera (f/2.5 and 8 frames
per second). However, since the radiation from normal
sunlight did not appear on the finn for this camera
setting, it is possible that a time exposure will reveal
IR radiation in the mixing region. This approach will
be attempted on f_ture tests.
(5) The 3500-4500 spectral region was not successfully recorded.
Further attempts are planned.
PHOTOPYROMETRY
The photopyrometer consists of a Nikon F 35 mm camera equipped with an
automatic rewind motor and an ultraviolet transmitting lens, optical
interference filters to isolate a narrow band of radiation in the desired
spectral region, a tungsten ribbon filament lamp, and an optical
calibration system consisting of mirrors and an attenuating step
filter, Fig. A_i2_
With the ultraviolet photopyrometer, the radiation from the OH radial
can be photographed and a contour map of the OH brightness temperature
can be obtained. The map is an aid in defining the spatial extent of
combustion. A tungsten lamp ribbon filament of known spectral radiance
is also imaged on the film record. The ribbon filament is attenuated
by a step filter of known attenuation and thus provides a calibration
source for data reduction. The initial step in flow field maping
utilizes an automatic-scanning microdensitometer which produces an
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Figure A4-2. Optical Diagram of Photographic Pyrometer
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isodensity contour map of the gas flow image. In addition, the
microdensitometer produces a density measurement of each zone of the
step filtered lamp image. The film response is then determined by
graphing the film density of each zone versus the logarith_ of
radiance. A value of radiance or its equivalent brightness temperature
can them be assigned to each isodensity contour in the exhaust plume.
The OH brightness temperature at a given point in the flow field is
a function of both OH concentration and the electronic excitation
temperature, which may be equal to or greater than thegas translational
temperature. Complete interpretation of the photopyrograms is difficult
and the various postulations can only be resolved through correlation
with the LASS spectroscopic data.
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APPENDIX 5
HOT FIRE DATA REDUCTION COMPUTER PROGRAM
A computer program has been written in FORTRAN language to reduce hot
firing data with the General Electric 420 Timesharing Computer.
The program, entitled SSMIX, consists of a main program which handles
the majority of the data reduction, two "function" sub-routlnes which
convert millivolt values to temperatures in degrees fahrenheit for
chromel-alumel and iron-constantan thermocouples, and a "function"
which provides compressible isentropic flow parameters as a function
of Mach number.
Attached hereto are the following: program summaries, a definition of
program variables (Table A5-1), program listings (Table A5-2), a data
input list, and a printout for a typical run (Table A5-6).
PROGRAM SSMIX
This program reduces desired parameters from test firing raw data.
Three major sub-systems are involved: (1) LOX-GH 2 rocket motor,
(2) GN 2 Film Coolant, and (3) Heated Air. For data reduction purposes
these three sub-systems are further divided as follows:
1. LOX-GH? Rocket Motor
a, High Pressure Coolant Water
b. Low Pressure Coolant Water
c. LOX Oxidizer
d. GH 2 Fuel
e. Engine Performance
2. GN 2 Film Coolant
a. High Pressure GN 2 Film Coolant
b. Low Pressure GN 2 Film Coolant
3' Heated Air
a. Air Stream
b. Air Heater
_i_Bata reduction for each of the above is handled separately in a
labeled section of the program.
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TABLE A5-1
SSMIX PROGRAM VARIABLES
GENERAL
IRUN
IDATE
PA
TATM
RH
m
N
Run Number
Run Date
Atmospheric Pressure
Atmospheric Temperature
Relative Humidity
HIGH PRESSURE COOLANT WATER
CWH
PWHT
VW_T
VWHI
VWH2
VWH3
WWH
TWHT
TWHI
TWH2
TWH3
DWHI
DWH2
D_3
m
m
u
m
w
m
I
m
Flowmeter Cycles
Tank Pressure
Inlet Pressure
Tank Temperature
1/4-1nch Outlet Temperature
3/4-Inch Outlet Temperature
1½-Inch Outlet Temperature
Flowrate
Tank Temperature
1/4-Inch Outlet Temperature
3/4-Inch Outlet Temperature
1½-Inch Outlet Temperature
1/4-Inch Outlet Delta Temp
3/4-Inch Outlet Delta Temp
1-1/2-Inch Outlet Delta Temp
LOW PRESSURE COOLANT WATER
CWL
PWLT
PWLI
VWLT
VWLI
Flowmeter Cycles
Tank Pressure
Inlet Pressure
Tank Temperature
1-InchOutlet Temperature
(Integer)
(Integer)
(psia)
(F)
(Percent)
(Cycles)
(p_ig)
(psig)
(Mv)
(1,_v)
(_)
(_)
(lb_/_ee)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(Cycles)
(psig)
(psig)
(Mv)
(Mv)
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WWL
TWLT
TWLI
DWLI
TABLE A5-1 (CONT)
Flowrate
Tank Temperature
1-Inch Outlet Temperature
1-Inch Outlet Delta Temperature
AIR STREAM
PSD
VSD
TSD
RSD
PRK
YA
WA
TA
TAC
RA
VA
AA
XMA
PPA
AAA
PAMC -
Stream Pressure in Duct
Stream Temperature in Duct
Stream Temperature in Duct
Stream Density in Duct
Pressure Ratio. PA/PSD
Expansion Factor
Flowrate
Mixing Chamber Inlet Air Temperature
Mixing Chamber Inlet Air Temperature
Mixing Chamber Inlet Air Density
Mixing Chamber Inlet Air Velocity
Mixing Chamber Inlet Air Acoustic Velocity
Mixing Chamber Inlet Air Mach Number
Isentropic Flow Pressure Ratio P/Po
Isentropic Flow Area Ratio A/A*
Mixing Chamber Inlet Air Pressure
LOW PRESSURE GN 2 FILM COOLANT
PNL
VNL
TNL
PRNL --
YNL
WNL -
TNLMC -
TNLMCC -
RNL
Manifold Pressure
Manifold Temperature
Manifold Temperature
Pressure Ratio PA/PNL
Expansion Factor
Flowrate
Mixing Chamber Inlet Temperature
Mixing Chamber Inlet Temperature
Chamber Inlet N2DensityMixing
(ibs/sec)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(psig)
(_)
(F)
(lbs/ft 3)
(ibs/sec)
(_)
(F)
(ibs/ft3)
(ft/sec)
(ft/sec)
(psig)
(psig)
(Mv)
(F)
(Ibs/sec)
(R)
(F)
(ibs/ft 3)
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VENL -
ANL -
XMNL -
PPNL -
AANL
PNLMC -
HIGH PRESSURE
PNH
VNH
TNH
PRNH -
YNH
WNH
TNHMC -
TNHMCC -
RNHMC -
VENH -
ANH
PNHMC -
L0X OXIDIZER
PC
COX
POXT -
POXI .
VOXI -
VOXC
TOXI -
TOXC -
TK
RS
PV
B
TABLE A5-1 (CONT)
Mixing Chamber Inlet N 2 Velocity
Mixing Chamber Inlet N 2 Acoustic Velocity
Mixing Chamber Inlet N 2 Mach Number
Isentropic Flow Pressure Ratio P/Po
Isentropic Flow Area Ratio A/A*
Mixing Chamber Inlet N2 Pressure
GN 2 FILM COOLANT
Manifold Pressure
Manifold Temperature
Manifold Temperature
Pressure Ratio PA/PNH
Expansion Factor
Flowrate
Mixing Chamber Inlet N 2 Temperature
Mixing Chamber Inlet N 2 Temperature
Mixing Chamber Inlet N 2 Density
Mixing Chamber Inlet N 2 Velocity
Mixing Chamber Inlet N 2 Acoustic Velocity
Mixing Chamber Inlet N 2 Pressure
Chamber Pressure
Flowmeter Cycles
Tank Pressure
Inlet Pressure
Inlet Temperature
Injector Cooldown Temperature
Inlet Temperature
Injector Cooldown Temperature
Inlet Temperature
Saturation Density
Vapor Pressure
Adiabatic Compressibility
(ft/sec)
(ftlsec)
(psig)
(psig)
(My)
(F)
(ibs/sec)
(R)
(F)
(lbs/ft 3)
(ft/seo)
(ft/sec)
(psig)
Sslg )
(Cycles)
_sig)
_si_)
(Mv)
(MV)
(F)
(F)
(K)
(Ibs/ft3)
_sia)
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ROX
WOX
DPOXI
m
n
m
TABLE A5-1 (CONT)
L0X Density
L0X Flowrate
Injector Delta Pressure
(ibs/ft 3)
(Ibs/sec)
(psi)
HYDROGEN FUEL
PHVI -
PHI
VHI
THI
XKH
PHIC -
ZH
WH
DPHI -
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
PRPC -
XMR
WT
CSTAR -
TC4 --
TC5 -
TC6 -
TCSTAR --
CN
AIR HEATER
VAHI -
VAH2 -
VAH3 -
VAH4 -
TAH1 -
TAH2 -
TAH3 -
TAH4 -
Venturi Inlet Pressure
Inlet Pressure
Inlet Temperature
Inlet Temperature
Isentropic Flow Coefficient
Inlet Pressure
Compressibility Factor
Flowrate
Injection Delta Pressure
Pressure Ratio PC/PA
Mixture Ratio
Total Flow
C*
Theoretical C* @MR = 4°0
Theoretica!C* @ MR = 5°0
Theoretical C_ @ MR = 6.O
Theoretical C* @ MR of Test
C* Efficiency
, A
Heater Bed Temperature 1
Heater Bed Temperature 2
Heater Bed Temperature 3
Heater Bed Temperature 4
Heater Bed Temperature 1
Heater Bed Temperature 2
Heater Bed Temperature3
Heater Bed Temperature 4
(psig)
(psi )
(MV)
(F)
(psia) ,
(Ibs/sec)
(psi)
(ibs/sec)
(ft/sec)
(ft/sec)
(ft/sec)
(ft/sec)
(ft/sec)
(Percent)
(MY)
(MY)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
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,i/
5C
100
1 5 CALL
20 READ (
250
30 READ (
35 WWH= •
40 TWHT=
45 TWHI =
50 TWH2=
• * * * PROGRAM SSMIX I/9/69 J T..
0PENF (I,"XDATA",2)
1 • )IRUN, IDATE*PA, TATM*RH
• ****HIGH PRESSURE WATER SYSTEM*****
I • )CWH, PWHT,PWHI', VWHT,VWHI,VWH2,VWH3
1129*CWH
ICON(VWHT)
ICON(VWHI )
ICON(VWH2)
55
6O
65
70
750
80 READ (
85 WWL= •
90 TWLT=
95 TWLI =
100 DWLI
I050
TWH3=ICON(VWH3)
DWHI =TWHI-TWHT
D WH2 =TWH2- T WHT
DWH3=TWH3-'TWHT
*****LBW PRESSURE WATER SYSTEM*****
I.,)CWL, PWLT,PWL I, VWLT, VWLI
I !02.0 WL
ICeN(VWLT)
ICON(VWLI )
:TWLI -TWLT
*****AIR. SYSTEM*****
SABOL * * * *
110 READ ( 1 ,, )PSD., VSD
115 TSD=CRAL(VSD)
120 RSD=2 •7*(PSD+PA)/(TSD+460- )
125 PRA:PA/(PSD+PA)
130 yA=.SQRT (( (1 • - .732,,4. )/((l .- • 732,,4. )*PRA** 1 • 42857) )* ( ( (3- 5,
135&PRA**l*42857)*(1--PRA***285714))/(I*-PRA)))
140 WA=I 6,27*YA*SQRT (PSD*RSD)
145 TA=(PRA**.286)*(TSD+460.)
150 TAC=TA-460.
155 RA=2.7*(PSD+PA)/(TSD+460-)
160 VA=6.99*WA/RA
165 AA=49 ,*TA**. 5
170 XMA=VA/AA
175 CALL CFLOW(XMA*PPA,AAA)
1 80 PAMC= ((WA*SQRT((TSD+460,)/.997)*AAA*PPA)/I0. 959)-PA
1850 *****LOW PRESSURE NITROGEN SYSTEM*****
190 READ(I, )PNL,VNL
195 TNL=ICON(VNL)
200 PRNL=PA/(PNL_PA)
205 YNL=SEaRT(((l.-.S77**4.)/((I.-.S77**4-)*PRNL*-%I-42857))*(((3-5*
210&PRNL**I.42857)*(.I .-PRNL**.285714))/(I--PRNL)))
215 WNL=4.79*YNL*SQRT (((PNL+PA)/(TNL+460, ) )*PNL)
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220
225
230
235
240
245
25O
255
260C
TNLMC=((.989*PA/(PNL+PA))**.286),(TNL+460.)
TNLMCC=TNLMC-460.
RNL=2.61*PA/TNLMC
VENL=34.4*WNL/RNL
ANL=49.9*(rNLMC**.5)
XHNL=VENL/ANL
CALL CFLOW(XMNL,PPNL,AANL)
PNL_C=((WNL*SQRT((TNL+460.)/.997),AANL,PPNL)/2.2333)-PA
*****HIGH PRESSURE_GN2 FILM C®ZLANT_** "
265 READ(l, )PNH, VNH
270 TNH=ICON(VNH)
275 IF((PNH+PA).GE.(I.7*PA)) GO 1"{} 10
280 PRNH=PA/(PNH+PA)
285 YNH=SQRT(((1.-.475**4.)/((l.-.475**4.)_PRNH_,l -42857))*(((3.5_k
290&PRNH**I. 42857)*(1 o-PRNH**.285714))/(] .-PRNH)) )
295 WNH=6.BB,YNH,SQRT(((PNH+PA)/(TNH+460;))#PNH)
300 TNHMC= ( (PA*. 988/(PNH+PA )} _ .286), (TNH+460 ° )
305 TNHMCC=TNHMC-460 •
310 RNHMC=2.6I,PA/TNHMC
31 5 VENH=22.7,WNH/RNHMC
320 ANH=49.9,(TNHMC_,.5)
325 G0 T0 20
330 10 WNH=3.38*(PNH+PA)/SQRT(TNH+460.)
335 TNHMC = • 8333*(TNH+460)
340 TNHMCC=TNHMC-460 °
345 RNHMC=2.61*PA/TNHMC "
350 VENH=49.9*TNHMC_*. 5
355 20 PNHMC=(.I563,WNH,SQRT((TNH+_60o)/.997))_pA
360C *****LOX 8XIDIZER CALCULAT_I}NS*_;¢*
365 READ(I, )PC'COX,P{}XT,POXI,VOXI.,.VOXC
370 TOXI=ICON(VOXI)
3"/5 TOXC= ICON(VOXC)
380 TK=(T®XI+459.668)/I.8
385 RS=62.428227*(!.414_0P-.001033016,TK-2.P3E_5,TK_,_.)
390 PV=PA*EXP(5._,38279-7.2953481/TK-41958.931/TK,_.)
395 S=8-05790431E-5-1.8993851E-6,TK+I.eB60036E-8,TK_,_).
AO0 ROX=RS*(I 0--*d*(Pf_XI+PA-PV)+I. ).*** 1
405 W 0X= •297 E-3*COX*Ri_X.
410 DPOXI=POXI-PC
Zil5C *****HYDROGEN FUEL CALCULAI'IONS*****
420
425
430
435
440
445
READ(I,)PHVI,PHI,VHI
THI=ICON(VHI)
XKH=(((THI+60*)/200-)_.00013)+.OI362
PHIC=PHI+PA
ZH=4-62565E-5*PHIC+.99
WH=((PHVI+PA)/SQRT(THI+460°))_SeRT(Io/ZH),XKH
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450 DPHI=PHI-PC
455C **_PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS*****
460 pRPC= (PC+PA)/PA
465 XMR:WeXIWH
470 WT:WSX+WH
475 CSTAR= 130 .* (PC+PA)/WT
AS0 TC4=((((PC+PA)'300")/200")*I5")+8146"
485 TCS=((((PC+PA)-300.)/200")*30")+7893"
490 TC6= ((((PC+PA)-300")/200 • )'40 . )+7600 •
495 IF (XMR-5.)30,40, 50
500 30 TCSTAR=((5--XMR)*(TCA-TC5))+TC5
505 G® Te 55
510 40 TCSTAR=TC5
515 GO Te 55
520 50 TCSTAR=TC5-((XM_-5.)*(TC5-TC6))
525 55 CN=(CSTAR/TCSrAR)*I00.
530C *****AIR HEATER TEMPERATURES*****
535 READ (l • )VAHI ,VAH2"VAH3" VAH4"
540 TAHI=CRAL(VAHI )
545 TAH2=CRAL(VAH2)
550 TAH3=CRAL (VAH3)
555 TAHA=CRAL (VAH4)
560C *****PR INT 0 UTS*****
565 PRINT," • • • • * * M I
570&* * * "
575 PRINT, t2," N@TE: DIMENS 10NS
XING PROGR_
FZR PARAMETERS ARE AS
580 PRINT, t,"
585 PRINT,"
590 PRINT,"
595 PRINT, re,"
600&* * * *"
605 PRINT, tP-,"RUN
TENPERATURES - F DENSITIES
PRESSURES - PSIG FLOWS - #1SEC"
VELOCITIES - FT/SEC"
",IRUN," ","I)ATE - ",IDATE
610
615
•690
695
630
635
640
6.45
65O
655
.660
665
670
675
M * *
F (_LL ®WS :"
- #/FT3"
PRINT 70,PA, TATM,RH
PRINT, t2, t," ***** HIGH PRESSURE WATER SYSTEM *****"
=RINT 75,WWH, PWHT,PWHI'TWHT'DWHI'DWH2"DWH3
=RINT,TP-,t," **4** L0W PRESSURE WATER SYSTEM *****"
_RINT'BO,WWL,PWLT,PWLI,TWLT'DWLI
=RINT, t2, t," *44** AIR SYSTEM *****"
_RINT 85, WA,P3D, PAMC, TSD, TAg, RA, VA,AA, XMA
=RINT,,2,,," ,k_*** L0W P_ESSURE NITRSGEN SYSTEM 4****"
_RINT 90, WNL, PNL,PNLMC,TNL'TNLMCC'RNL'VENL'ANL'XMNL
_t_INT, t2, t," ' 444.* HIGH PRESSURE NITROGEN SYSiKM ***4*"
F((PNH+PA).GE.(1.7*PA)) G0 TQ 60
PRINT 95,WNH, PNH,PNH_'_C,TNH'TNHMCC'RNHMC'VENH'ANH
G0 TO 65
60 PRINT IO0, WNH'PNH'PNHMC'TNH'TNHMGC'RNHMG'VENH
8_
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680 65 PRINT, t2, t," ***** L0X BXIDIZER CALCULATIONS *****"
685 PRINT 105, WBX,P(_XT,POXI,TOXI,TOXC,DPOXI
690 PRINT, r2, t," ***** HYDROGEN FUEL CALCULATIeNS *****"
695 PRINT I]0*WH*PHVI,PHI,THI,DPHI
700 PRINT, t2, t," ***** PERF®RMANCE PARAMETERS *****"
705 PRINT 115,PC*PRPC*XMR*WT*CSTAR*TCSTAR,CN
710 PRINT, t2, t," ***** AIR HEATER BED TEMPERATURES *_***"
715 PRINT I20,TAHI*TAH2*TAH3*TAH4
720 70 FQRMAT(/*"P ATM - "F5.2,5X,"T ATM - "F4.0a5X,"RH - "F4-1,
725&SX,"PC/PA IDEAL - 29.35")
730 75 FORMAT(/,"FLOW - "F5.2,5Xa"P TANK -"F6.1,SX,"P IN - "F6-11
735&5X,"T TANK - "F4.0,//,"DTI - "F4.0, SX,"DT2 - "F4.O,SX,
740&"DT3 - "F4.O)
745 80 F{}RMAT(/,"FLOW - "F5.2,5X*"P TANK - "F6.I,SX,"P INLET - "
750&F6.I*//,"T TANK - "F4.0,7X,"DELTA T - "F4-0)
755 85 FORNAT(/,"FLeW - "F4.R,5X,"P SD - "F4.3, SX,"P MC - "F4°2,
760&//,"T SD - "F5.0,5X,"T MC - "F5°O,SX,"RH0 NC - "F5.4,//,
765&"V MC - "F6.],SX*"A - "F6.I,SX,"M - "F4.3)
770 90 FORNAT(/,"FLOW - "F4.2,SX,"P N2 - "F4.2,SX,"P MC - "F6.P_//,
775&"T N2 - "F3.0,SX,"T MC - "F3.0, SX,"RH0 MC - "F5.4,//_
780&"V MC - "F6®]_SX_"A - "F6.i,5X,"M - "F4°3)
785 95 FORMAT(/,"FL_}W - "F4.2,SXI"P NP - "F4.I,SXs"P MC - "F6-2,
790&SX,"T N2 - "F3.0,//,"T MC .- "F4.0,SX,"RH® MC - "FS..4, SXs
795&"VEL N2 - "F6.I,SX,"A - "F6.I)
800 ]00 FORMAT(/,"FLOW - "F4.P-,SXJ"P NP - "F4.I,SX,"P MC - "F6°2,
805&SX*"T N2 - "F3.0*//s"T MC - "F4.O*SX*"RHe MC - "FS-4,SX*
BIO&"VEL NP - "F6-1)
8]5 ]05 FORMAT(/,"FLOW -"F4.2_5X_"P TANK ," "FS-I*5X,"p IN - "FS-I*
820&//*"T IN - "FS.0*SX*"T C00L - "FS.0,5X*"DP INJ - "FS-I)
B25 ]IO FORMAT(/,"FLOW - "F4-2,SX*"P YEN IN - "F6-1sSX,"P IN - "F6-1,
830&//*"T HP - "F4-0*SX*"DP INJ - "F5-I)
835 115 FORNAT(/,"PC - "_'5.],SX,"PC/PA - "FS.P, SX,"MR - "FS-P,SX,
840&"TOTAL FL{}W - "F4.2,//_"C* - "FS-0*5X*"THEOR C_ - "FS-O*SX*
845&"ETA C_ - "FS.I)
850 120 FORMAT(/,"T BED I - "FS.0,3X,"T BED 2 - "F5-O,3X,
855&"T BED 3 - "F5.0,3X,"T BED 4 - "FS.0)
865&* • • • .'"
870 PRINT, tP_, t2
999 END
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SSMIX DATA INPUT
Data are entered in permanent file XDATA. Nine lines of data are
inputted as shown below.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IRUN, IDATE, PA, TATM, RH
CWH, PWHT, PWHI, V_T, VWH.1, VWH2, VWH3
CWL, PWLT, PWLI, VWLT, _tlL1
PSD, VSD
PNL, VNL
Pl_ VNH
PC, COX, POXT, POXI, VOXI, VOXC
PHVI, PHI, VHI
VAKI, VAH2, VAH3, VAH4
It should be noted that a line number is required and a comma is
needed to separate each data variable.
SUBROUTINES
Function Icon
This function performs temperature scaling of millivolt values from
iron-constantan thermocouples with a 15OF reference junction in the
range of -ll.2 to +53.2 millivolts (-320 to 180OF). Scaling is
accomplished by separating the 64.4 millivolt range into smaller
ranges, each having been fitted with a third-order polynomial
equation. The breakdown is as follows:
.2 MV Range
1.0 MV Range
2.0 MV Ranges
4.0 MV Ranges
1.O MV Range
.2 MV Range
-11.2 to -ii.O MV
-ii.0 to -I0.0 MV
-iO.0 to O MV
O to +52.0• MV
+52.0 to +53.0 MV
+53°0 to +53.2 MV
9O
The program (Table A5-3) selects the correct equation from the millivolt
value and solves for the temperature° Accuracy is ± 1.O F of NBS
standards.
Function Cral
This function performs temperature scaling of millivolt values of chromel-
alumel thermocouples with a 32 F reference junction in the range 0 to 55
millivolts (32 to 2504 F). Scaling is accomplished by treating the
55-millivolt range as eleven 5-millivolt ranges, each having been fitted
with a third order polynomial equation. The program (Table A5-4) selects
the correct equation from the millivclt value and solves for the tempera-
tureo Accuracy is ± 1.O F of NBS standards.
Function CFlow
This function provides the compressible isentropic flow parameters P/P
o
(pressure ratio) and A/A* (area ratio) in the Mach number range from
.20 to .60 for a perfect gas, k = 1.4.
The program (Table A5-5) contains arrays of P/Pc and A/A* for .O1 Mach
number increments. The tables were abstracted from The Dynamics and
Thermodynamics of Compressible Fluid Flow, Vol. I, by Ascher H. Shapiro,
Ronald Press Co., New York, 1953.
Operation of this function is based upon the Mach number calculated in
the main program. It first checks the Mach number to insure it is
within the range of .20 to .60. If not, values of zero are returned to
the main program. If the Mach number is in the proper range, the program
enters a loop comparing the input Mach number to those stored in the
array. When the array Mach_number equals or exceeds the input Mach
number the two bracketing values of P/Pc and A/A* are chosen and a
linear interpolation performed. The inter)olated values are then re-
turned to the main program.
L
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TABLE A5-3
FUNCTION ICON - LOGIC
7000 /UNCTION
7 O05C
7010C
70150
7020C
7025C
7030
7035
7040
70/45 5
7050 10
7055
"7060
7065
7070
-7075
708Q i 5
7085
7090 20
7095
7100 25
7105
7110 30
7115
7 120 35
7125
7130 40
7135
7140
7 145 45
7150
7155
"1160 50
7165
-7.170
7175 I:N I'1
7 180 V=XMV
7185 60 TO
7190 55 I'=-,0
7195 G_ r_
7200 60 r=-.O
7205 6"3 TO
ICeN (XMV)
IRON CONSTANTAN THERMOCOUPLE MILLIVOLr TO
150 DEGREE REFERENCE JUNCTION TEMPERATURE
J T, SABOL 12118168
IF(XMV. GE.-II.2.AND.XMV.LE.53.2) GO TO 5
T=9999.
GO "TO 140
IF(XMV) I0, 50,50
IF(X_V.LT.-IO.-AND.XMV.GT.'II.) G@ T.O 40
IF(XMV. LE,-II.) GO TB 45
N: IABS( INT (XMV/2) }
I:N I-I
V=XMV u2.*N
t,3 TO (15..20,25,30,35,35),[
T:-. ! 5*V*V o33.85.V o-150-
GO TO 1 30
T=-. 5*V*V n34.5.VO81 .7
60 TO 1 30
T=-.8*V*VF35'9*V_IO-7
GO .TO ! 30
T=- l.3*V*V _38.4"V-64- 3 •
GO 1"0 130
T=-2.65*V*V o43.05.V-146.3
C9 TO 130
V= XFJV _ ! 0 •
T=,8 .*V*V _54,*V-243-
6_3 TO 130
V=XHVi" I I •
T=-50 .*V*V J-65 .*V-305 •
GO TJ 130
[F(XMV.GT°52..AND.XMV-LT.53. ) GO TO 120
IF(XMV.GE.53.) GO TO 125
N= INT (XlVlV/4.)
DEGREES F coNVERsION
-4.*N
(55,60,65,70,75,80,85,90_95,100"105_|I0"115"|15)'l
875*V*V _33. 525.V _150,
I 30
5*V*V _32 •6*V _282,7
130
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7210
7215
7220
7225
7230
7235
7240
7245
7250
7255
7 260
7265
7270
7275
7280
7285
7290
7295
7 300
7305
7310
7315
7 320
7325
7330
7335
7340
73z15
7350
7355
7360
7365
7370
800
65 T=. 0 75*V*V ='32.2*V 1"412 • 3
GO TO 130
70 1=0 .* V* V 1"32.5_V ='542 • 3
G_ T3 I 30
75 r=.. 0125*V*V 1.32./25.V _'672.3
GJ ]0 130
60 T=-,O375*V*V ¢'32.575=V1"803.
G_ TO ! 30
P;5 T=-,,O 875*V*V 1"31 • 975.V 1"932.7
6a TO ! 30
90 T=-,l*VtVI'31.1*VI1059.2
G_I i_ ! 30
95 ]=-.]625*V_V=-29.975,VOl182,
G_ TO 130
100 T=-,l*V*VI28.75Vl. 1299°3
GO TO 130
105 T=-.O25*V*V128.15*Vl.1412.5
GE) 1"0 i 30
110 l"=.375*V*V 127.65=kV =-! 524°7"
GO TO 130
i 15 T=-.O375*V*V=30.575*VaI641.3
GO TO 130
120 V=X_V-52 °
T=°4:_V*V =29.8*V = ! 763.
GO 70 !30
125 V= Xlv,V- 53 •
7=20.*V*W ='26 .*Vii 793-2
130 IFCT) 1351140J, 140
135 IC3I_ =INT(T- • 5)
GO TO 99"9
140 ICeN=INT(T e°5)
999 RETURN
END
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TABLE A5-4
FUNCTION CRAL - LOGIC
8000
8005C
8010C
801 5C
8020C
8025C
t_030
8035
8040
R045 5
8050
sos5
8060
b065 !0
8070
_075 I 5
[-;080
8085 20
8090
8095 25
8100
8105 30
8110
8115 35
8120
8125 40
8130
8135 45
8140
6145 50
8150
8 155 55
81 60
8165 60
8170 65
8175 99
8180
FUNCT 18N CRAL (XMV)
CHROgEL-ALUMEL THERM'3COUPLE MILLIVOLT TO
32 DEi_REE REFERENCE JUNCTIL_N TEMPERATURE
J. _. SABSL 12/27/68
IF(XMV-GE.O.O.AND.XMV.LE.55.) GO TO. 5
T=9999.
GO TO 65
N;INTCXMV/5.)
I=N _I
• V=X_V-5.*N
69
T =-
GO
T=-
GO
T=-. 125*_*V_44,08*%/_475: I
GO TO 65
T=-.O48:_V*V 1-42.72.V !.692.3 •
69 TO 65
T=- .016*V*V 1-42.28,V 1-904.7
GO TO 65
T=.O 64*V*V t-42.36,V 0.1I ! 5.7
G9 TO 65
T=. I 68*V*V 1-42.74.V I-1329. !
GFd 19 65
T=.2OB*V*V _-43.88,V _1547.
G9 TO 65
T=. 176*V*V 1.45.68.V 1-17.71• 6
GO TO 65
T=.240*V*V 0-47.32,V 1"2004.4
GO TO 65
T= .2 40*V*V 1-50.2*V 1-2247 •
CRAL= INT(T 1-.5)
RETURN
END
DEGREES
TO (IO" 15" 20,25,30,35, 40,45, 50,55, 60,60), I
• 2! 6*V*V _44.94.V =-32.
r(_ 65
• 048*V*V _'45.*V _'251 •3
TO 65
CONVERSION
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TABLE A5-5
9_J-NCTION G?LOW- LOGIC
9000 SUBROUTINE CFL0W(XMK.pPP0,AAS}
9005C '
.9010C PROGRAM CALCULATES THE COMPRESSIBLEISENTROPIC FLOW FUNCTIONS
9015C P/P0 AND A/A* IN THE MACH NUMBER RANGE OF .20 T_ .60.
9020C
902 5C
9030
9035
90 40 &
9045&
9050&
9055&
9060&
9065&
9070&
907 5&
9080&
9085&
9090&
9095
9100
9105
9110
9115
9120
9125
9130
9135
9140
9145
9150
9155
9160
9165
9170
9175
J. T. SABOL 1/29/69
DIMENSION XM(4.1)•PPt41),AA(41)
DATA XM,PP•AA/.20•.21•._-2,.23•.24•.251.261.27,.28,-29•
" .30• .31• -321,33,-34, .35, .36, -37, -38• -39• .40• .41, -42• -43,
• 44• °45, .461.47,, • 48• °,49, .50, .5! • .52• .531.5,41.55, .56• .571
• 58, .59, .60, ..9725, .96971.9668• .96381.96071 °9574•-9540a
• 9506• .9/470, .9.432• .939.4, .9355• .931 5, • 9273• .9231 • -9.187•.
• 9143, .9097• .9051 • °9004, .8956• .8907, .8857• • 8806• .8755• .8702,
•B649• -8595, .8541 • .8486, •8430• "8373• •8316, •8258• .8200, "81 41 •
•8082, •8022, .7962, .7901 • •7840•2.96,2 •82•2 •70,2 • 59,2 °49,
2.40,2.31•2-23,2-16,2.09•2-035•1-976,1°921,1.870,1-B22•1-778,
1.735•I o696•1-658•1-623,1.590, I.558,1.528,1-500•I .474•1.448,
1 .424,1.401-1.380,1-359•1-339,1-321,1 -303,1-286,1 -270•1.255,
1-240,1 .226•1-213•1.200"1.188/
IF(XMK.LT-.20-0R..XMK.GT-.60) G0 T0 40
DO 10 I=1,41
IF(XM(I )-XMK) 10•20,30
10 CONTINUE
20 PP0=PP(I )
AAS =AA ( I )
GO TO 50
30 J=I-I
AI = (XMK-XM(J))*100°
PP0=PP (J)- ((PP {J)-PP (I) )*AI )
AAS=AA(J)- ((AAtJ)-AA(I))*AI )
GQ TQ 50
40 PP0=O •
AAS =O •
50 C@NTINUE
RETURN
END
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TABLE A5-6
PROGRAM SSMIX TYPICAL OUTPUT
NOTE:
, *** ** M I X I N G PR @GR A M*****
DIMENSIONS FOR PARAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
TEMPEt_ATURES - F
PRESSURES - PSIG
VELOCITIES - F I/SEC
DENSITIES ," #/FT3
FLOWS - #/SEC
RUN - I01 DATE - 20469
p ATM - 13.82 T ATM - 50- RH - 38-0
***** HIGH PRESSURE WATER SYSTEM *****
FLOW - 28.90 p TANK - 1060-0 P IN - 910,0
OT! - 99. DT2 - 27. DT3 - 20,
PC/PA IDEAL - 29.35
o
T TANK - 50-
***** LO_J PRESSURE WATER SYSTEM *****
FLOW - 29.20 P TANK - I050.0 P INLET -
T TANK - 52, DELTA T - 26,
856.0
***** AIR SYSTEM *****
FLOW - 3.42 P SD - .596
T SD - 74. T MC - 68-
V MC - 327.7 A - 1125.5
P MC - 0.36
RHO MC - .0729
M - .291
96
TABLE A5-6 (Cont)
***** LOW PRESSURE NITROGEN SYSTEM *****
FLOW - ! ,25
T N2 - 22,
V MC - 551 -0
P N2 - 1,98 P HC - -,31
T MC - 2, RHO MC - ,0780
A '- 1073,1 M - ,513
***** HIGH PRESSURE NITROGEN SYSTEM *****
FLOW - 4,33 P N2 - 13,9 P MC - 0,85 T N2 -
T MC - -69, RHO MC - ,0923 VEL N2 - 986,5
***** LOX O;_IDIZER. CALCULATIONS *****
FLOW - 6.63 P TANK - 736.0 P IN- 698.0
T IN- -296, T COOL - -146- DP INJ - 363.8
0
***** HYDROGEN FUEL CALCULATIONS *****
FLOW - 0.66 P VEN IN - 1102.0 P IN., 540-0
T H2 - 69, DP INJ.- 205°8
***** PERFORMANCE PARAHETERS *****
pC - 334,2 PC/PA- 25,18 NR - 10,06
C* - 6204. THEOR C* - 6650. .ETA C* -,
TOTAL FLOW - 7,29
94.2
***** AIR HEATER BED TEMPERATURES *****
T BED : - 5o. T 8ED 2 50. T _ED 3 - 50, T BED 4 - 50-
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